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The investigation of decay of very hot nuclei has become a topic of great interest.

It is largely concentrated on the process of multiple emission of intermediate mass

fragments (IMF, 3 < Z < 20). Now it is established as the main decay mode of highly

excited nuclei, and this process is likely to occur when a nucleus has expanded and

lower density is reached [1]. It is under debate whether this process is related to a

liquid-gas phase transition in nuclear matter [2-4].

The common way to produce very hot nuclei is to use reactions induced by heavy

ions at energies 30 -f- 100 MeV/nucleon. But heating in this case is accompanied by

compression, strong rotation and shape distortion, which cause the so-called dynamic

effects in the nuclear decay. It seems difficult to disentangle all these effects to get

information on Uiermodynamic properties of a hot nuclear system. The picture be-

comes clearer when light relativistic projectiles are used [5-7]. One should expect

that dynamic effects are negligible in that case. ЛИ the IMF's are emitted by the

only source — a target spectator, and decay of this hot nucleus proceeds in an ap-

parently statistical manner ("thermal multifragmentation"). Similar advantages are

given by antiproton beams of energy (1-2) GeV [8]. Light projectiles provide infor-

mation complementary to that gained from heavy ion collisions, and the comparison

will reveal the influence of compression and rotation on the multifragment decay of a

hot nucleus.

In this paper we present the experimental results for the rnultifragment emission

induced by relativistic protons in a gold target. The experiments were performed at

the JINR synchrophasotron in Dubna using the modified ^-set-up FASA [9]. The

main parts of device are: (i) a fragment multiplicity detector (FMD) consisting of

64 thin (20 mg/cm') CsI(Tl) counters which cover a major part of 4тг; the FMD

gives the number of IMF's in the event and their space distribution; (ii) five Д E

(gas) x E (Si)-tclescopes, which serve as a trigger for the readout of the system

allowing measurement of the charge and energy distributions of IMF's at different

angles. The calculated efficiency of the FMD for IMF detection is around 46%, while



the admixture of lighter particles to the counting rate is ~ 3% with respect to IMF's.

A self-supporting Au target 1.5 ing/cm2 thick was used. The average beam intensity

was 7 • 105 p/spill (spill length 300 ms, spill period 10 s).

Experiments have been performed at beam energies of 2.16, 3.6, 8.1 GeV. The

measured multiplicity distributions associated with trigger fragments arc shown in

Fig. la. To deduce the primary multiplicity one should make corrections to the FMD

efficiency, for the effect of double hits in the scintillators. Furthermore, one has to

take into account the fact that the readout is triggered by telescopes with a small

solid angle, so the trigger probability is proportional to the IMF multiplicity. All

these effects are combined in a response matrix. The mean primary multiplicity is

determined by fitting the parametrized distribution, folded by the experimental filter,

to the experimental one. A reasonable assumption should be made for the shape of

the primary distribution. In the case of definite excitation energy the multiplicity

distributions are well described by the Poisson function with the mean value decreas-

ing as the impact parameter increases [10]. In the present experiments we deal with

fragmentation events averaged over the full range of impact parameters. Having this

in mind we assumed the primary IMF-multiplicity distribution to be shaped like a

Fermi distribution. Figure lb presents the primary multiplicity distributions, which

correspond to the best fit to the measured ones. The mean values < MIMF > (for

events with at least one IMF) are 2.05±0.30, 2.6±0.4, 3.06±0.45 for the beam ener-

gies used. Corrections for double hits do not change < M > by more than several

percent but improve the fit at the tail of the multiplicity distribution. The errors

(15%) are significantly larger than statistical ones reflecting the uncertainties in the

FMD-efficiency.

Figure 2 shows the mean IMF-multiplicities as a function of projectile energy

together with some published data on multjfragmentation induced in Au-target by

heavy ions ^Ar (30 MeV/nucleon) [ll], 36Ar (110 MeV/nucteon) [12], 1MXe (50

MeV/ nucleon) [10], "C (600 MeV/nucleon) [13]. The data were'reanalyzed to get
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Fig. 1
MEASURED IMF-MULTIPLICITY PRIMARY IMF-MULTIPLICITY

Left: Measured IMF-multiplicity distributions associated with a trigger frag-

ment of charge 6 < Z < 20 for p+Au collisions at 8.1 GeV (circles, solid line),

3.6 GeV (triangles, dashed line), 2.16 GeV (squares, dotted line). They are fit-

ted with Fermi-like distributions (right picture), folded with the experimental

filter. 4
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Fig/ 2. The mean IMF multiplicities as a function of the beam energy. Solid points are

for p+Au collisions, crosses are for fragmentation induced by 40Ar, 3sAr, ш Х е

and 1 2C. The lines arc drawn through the values calculated with MG+SMM

(solid) and INC-f SMM (dashed) at the proton energies used. The open point

is calculated assuming preequilibnum emission after an intranuclear cascade.



> f°r the events with at least one IMF averaged over the whole range of

impact parameters. The IMF multiplicities for proton-induced reactions are close to

those obtained with (1 2C-- 40Ar) ions. So, this observable is not sensitive to the

reaction dynamics and, one should think, it is determined mainly by the space phase

factor of the final state. The enhanced < M/MF > value for 129Xe + Au collision is

caused by the larger size of the system.

The reaction mechanism for the relativistic projectiles is divided into two steps.

The first one consists of a fast energy deposition stage, during which very energetic

light particles are emitted and the nuclear remnant (spectator) is excited. The second

one is the decay of a target spectator. The fast stage is usually described by the

intranuclear cascade mode] (INC). We use a version of the INC from ref, [14] to

get the distributions of the nuclear remnants in charge, mass and excitation energy.

The second stage is described by the statistical multifragmentation model (SMM) [15].

The statistical behaviour of a target spectator is evident from the fact that the angular

distributions of IMF's and their energy spectra at different angles are well described in

the framework of the statistical decay of a thermalized moving source [16]. Within the

SMM the probabilities of different decay channels are proportional to their statistical

weights. The break-up volume determining the Coulomb energy of the system is

taken to be 14 = (1 + к)А/р„, where A is the mass number of the decaying nucleus,

p0 is the normal nuclear density, к is a model parameter. So, thermal expansion

of the system before the break-up is assumed. The primary fragments are hot, and

their deexcitation is taken into account to get final IMF distributions. In further

calculations we use к — 2 based on our analysis of the correlation data [17]. This value

corresponds to the break-up density pb « l/3/?0. The upper dashed line in Fig. 2 is

obtained by means of this combined model. The calculated mean multiplicity for the

highest energy is 25% larger than the experimental one indicating an overestimation

of the excitation energy of the residual nucleus. For the lowest- beam energy the

calculated < MIMF > coincides with the measured one. The use of the prcequilibrium



exciton model (РЕ) [18] together with the IN'C gives a moan multiplicity 339c less

than the experimental value for /•;,, = 8.1 GeV. So. tlie use of the INC or INC+PE

does not, solve the problem of describing the properties of a target spectator for a

wide range of projectile energies., and one should look for an alternative approach.

The authors of [19] came to the same conclusion and used some plienomenological

distributions to describe the experimental data. I'nfortunately. there is no simple

way to extend their results to other projectile/target combinations.

To find charge, mass and energy distributions of the residual nuclei we used the

well-known Glauber theory [20] as a basis, which is in good agreement with the

experimental data on elastic, and inelastic haclron-nticlcus (hA) and nucleus-nucleus

(/1/1) interactions at intermediate and high energies. However, the Glauber theory.

as it. is, provides only the distribution of knocked-out nucleons resulting from the

primary collisions of the projectile iniclcons with the target, ones and does not take

into account the secondary interactions of ejected nucleons. To take such interac-

tions into consideration a. phenonienological approach was used [21]. motivated by

the Itcgge theory of hA and /1/1 interactions. Considering the so-called "enhanced

diagrams" [22] this approach provides an alternative to the cascade model. The full

implementation of the Regge picture is rather complicated, but it can be reproduced

by ejecting additional nnclcons placed not far from the primary ejected ones in the

impact parameter plane. So, the knock-out of the niidcons with impact parameter

s initiates the knock-out of neighboring nucleons with impact parameters *j with a

probability ф(\х — SJ\). The second nucleon, in its turn, can initiate a knock-out of

a third nucleon with a probability </>(|.ч} — s^\) and so on. The probability function

4>(\SJ — Sk\) is chosen in the Gaussian form to reproduce behaviour of the simplest.

enhanced kA—interaction diagram. The parameters of the function are determined

from the data on (/-particle multiplicities in inelastic interaction of ,').(i GeV/nudeon

protons and nuclei with light and heavy components of emulsion. The space coordi-

nates of the primary ejected nucleons are determined by the code implementing exact



Glauber relations for pA and AA interactions [23]. To calculate the excitation energy

of the nuclear residual we suppose that each spectator nucloon placed at a distance

less than 2 Jm from a nucleon touched at the fast stage of the interaction receives an

energy distributed as P{e)de — < t >" ' exp{— e/ < E >)de. A sum of the energies

transferred to the spectator nuclcons gives the excitation energy. Below we will refer

to that approach as a modified Glauber approach (MG). Within this.model followed

by SMM the mean IMF-multiplicities are calculated by varying the values of < с >.

The best fit to the experimental data is obtained for < £ > equal to 6, 8 and 10 MeV

at the beam energies 2.16, 3.6 and 8.1 GeV, respectively.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the calculations with INC-t SMM and MG+SMM.

The mean charge [TJMF) and mass (Ал/г) °f I he target spectator decaying with emis-

sion of at least one IMF are lower than mean-Zn and An of residual nuclei averaged

over all inelastic events (INC: Z;< = 74, An = 180 for Ep = 8.1 GeV and 2n = 77, A«

= 188 for Ep = 2,16 GeV; MG: ZH = 75, Ад = 186 for all the beam energies used).

This means that only hard collisions contribute to the multifragmentation process. At

the same time the mean excitation energy of the fragmenting remnant H'Mp is larger

than the mean excitation energy Ejj for all residual nuclei. The mean charge and

mass numbers of the fragmenting nuclei grow with the decrease of the beam energy

in the I.N4J+SMM model, l'he opposite occurs for MG+SMM calculations. For the

projectile energy 2.16 GeV both models give the same values lor < М/мр >, but Z

and A of fragmenting nuclei differ significantly. These very different predictions can

. be judged by comparison of the measured and calculated IMF-energy spectra, as they

are mainly determined by the charge and size of the source.

We obtain the energy spectra by calculating the classical multibody Coulomb

trajectories using a code developed in [24] (for all the charged particles in the event,

given by SMM). The initial coordinates of the particle centers are randomly generated

inside the break-up volume, the initial momenta are randomly generated according to

the maxwellian distribution at the temperature given by the model. The trajectories



Table 1: The calculated properties of the nuclear remnants in p+Au collisions

Reaction

p+Au

8.1 GeV

P+Au

3.6 GcV

P+Au

2.16 GeV

Experiment

< MlMF >

3.06±0.45

2.6+0.4

2.05±0.30

Calculations

< MntF >

3.8

2.05

3.13

2.9

2.6

2.0

2,03

ZMF

70

50

67

73

65

75

64

AjlfF

168

122

165

176 •

162

181

157

E'MFMeV

911

528

780

757

677

642

574

E'RMeV

524

204

279

407

225

328

164

Model

INC+SMM

INC+PE+SMM

MG+SMM

INC+SMM

MG+SMM

INC+SMM

MG+SMM

I Ад/г, Etfp are the mean charge, mass number and excitation energy of the

fragmenting nucleus. E^ is the mean excitation energy of all residual nuclei after the

fast stage of a collision.

CO

80 100

E(MeV)

Fig. 3. The energy spectrum for carbon emitted in p(8.1 GeV) + Au collisions. The

line is calculated with the modified Glauber approach and statistical multifrag-

mentation model.



arc followed step by step up to t = 3000 fm/c, when the fragment energy reaches и

98% of the asymptotic value. Fig. 3 illustrates the quality of the model description of

the carbon energy spectrum measured at 0 = 87°. The statistical model assumes that

the break-up of the system proceeds after an expansion driven by a thermal pressure,

but the expansion velocity vcxp is neglected. So, the comparison of the measured IMF

energies with the calculated ones is the way to estimate vexp. In our case the effect of

the expansion velocity is not visible and only the upper limit of it can be extracted:

vclp < 0.03 с Fig. 4 presents the comparison of the measured mean IMF-energies

(corrected for the detection threshold E/A = 1.2 MeV) with the calculated ones.

Let us first consider the region of Ъц^р 5: 9. Here the experimental data follow the

predictions of MG+SMM. The calculations with INC-fSMM at Ep = 2.16 GeV give

the mean IMF-energies definitely higher than the experimental ones reflecting a model

overestimation of the source charge. So, the modified Glauber approach gives a more

adequate description of the properties of nuclear remnants after the fast stage of the

reaction. The measured mean energies for ZIMF > 9 are lower than the calculated

ones (more pronounced at Ep = 8.1 GeV). We believe this observation indicates the

failure of the model assumption that the fragments have equal probabilities to be

formed at any available place inside the break-up volume. In fact, the interior of the

expanded nucleus is favored over the diffuse edge for the appearance of larger IMF's as

the fragments are formed via the density fluctuations. This results in-lower Coulomb

energies for them with respect to the model prediction. This observation presents

additional evidence for the volume emission of the fragments. Л similar conclusion

was made in (25).

Concluding, we have shown that in collisions of (2-8) GeV protons with gold

very excited target spectators are created, which decay via multiple emission of in-

termediate mass fragments. The mean IMF-multiplicities are comparable with those

obtained with heavy ions (12C-40Ar) in the same energy range. So, this observable

is not sensitive to the reaction dynamics. The IMF-multiplicity and energy distribu-



tions are analyzed in tin; framework of a combined model, which includes the modified

Glauber approach for the fast stage of the reaction and the statistical multifragmen-

tation model neglecting the dynamics of the thermal expansion of the remnant. The

model adequately describes the properties of a remnant system. The IMF-energy

spectra are consistent with the calculations up to Z/,UF = 9 and the expansion veloc-

ity is estimated to be less than 0.03 с The present results support a scenario of true

thermal inulUfragmeiitation of a hoi and expanded nuclear system.
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Fig. 4. The moan energies of fragments in p+Au collisions at 2.1G GeV (solid points,

dashed lines) and 8.1 O V (open points, solid lines). The lines are calculated

with INC+SMM (1,2) and MG+SMM (3,4).
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Карнаухов В.А. и др. Е1-96-50
«Тепловая» мультифрагментация золота под действием
релятивистских протонов

С помощью 4п-устаиовки ФАЗА была исследована ядерная мультифрагмен-
тация в соударениях р + Аи при энергиях 2,16, 3,6 и 8,1 ГэВ. Для средних
мможестненностей фрагментов промежуточной массы были найдены значения
2,0, 2,6 и 3,0, которые сравнимы со значениями, получаемыми на пучках
тяжелых ионов в том же диапазоне энергий. Для описания множественности
фрагментов и их энергетических спектров используется модифицированное
глауберовское приближение + статистическая модель мультифрагменташш..

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯИ.

Препринт Объелннснмого института ядерных исследовании. Дубна. 1996

Kamaukhov V.A. et al. El-96-50
«Thermal» Multifragmentation Induced
in Gold Target by Relativistic Protons

Multifragmentation in /; + Au collisions at 2.16, 3.6 and 8.1 GeV has been
studied with the FAS A set-up. The mean IMF-multiplicities (2.0, 2.6 and 3.0) are
comparable with those obtained with heavy ions. The modified Glauber
approximation, followed by the statistical multifragmentation model, is used to
describe the data on the fragment multiplicities and energy spectra.

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems,
JINR.

Prcprinl of Ihc Joint Instilulc for Nuclear Research. Dubna. 19%
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